Organic fluorophores exhibiting highly efficient photoluminescence in the solid state.
There has been extensive research on the development of organic optoelectronic devices, such as organic light-emitting diodes, organic field-effect transistors, and organic solid-state lasers from various viewpoints, ranging from basic studies to practical applications. As organic materials are used as solids in these devices, the importance of organic chromophores that exhibit intense emissions of visible light in the solid state is greatly increasing in the field of organic electronics. However, highly efficient emission from organic solids is very difficult to attain because most organic emitting materials strongly tend to cause concentration quenching of the luminescence in the condensed phase. Therefore, in order to generate and improve organic optoelectronic devices, it is necessary to design novel chromophores that exhibit superior solid-state emission performance. This Focus Review covers the recent development of highly emissive organic small molecules whose photoluminescence quantum yields in the solid state have been reported. Following the introduction, the photophysical processes of excited molecules are briefly reviewed. Subsequently, organic solid fluorophores are described with an emphasis on the characteristics of their molecular structures.